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INTROU'CTION
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This is tbe fÍnal report of an aeromagnetlc srrrvey
carried out ô¡ring tbe montlr of November 1965 by the CCII{PAG{IE

GENERALE DE GEOPEYSIQIJE on bel¡alf of MERCURE I¡EERI'¡ATIONAL
PTTROI,ET'M PTT. LTD. :

The surveyed area is tbe OÌ1 Pernit æ/3 Northern
Terrltory. For this work a CSF dlgf.tal caesl-um YaPor
magnetometer was used and tbe navigation vas nade nlth tbe
mosaÍcs.

3O78 klloneterg r{ere florun over the permlt and 453
kllonèters of supplenentary proflles up to the protetoznf.c
outcrops: the total nileage is 2L95 r¡ites (4531 kiloneters).

¡
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CIÍAPTER I

TECHNICAL SPECIFICAT Io}{S.

I-1 Location of the survey Fllght grid

The surveyed area ls located between the ¡¡eridia¡rs 1320
and 134o E. (appioxi¡nately) a¡rd the paratlels 160 15r and 160
south.

30r
50r

The flight program consisted of :

- three bands of five lines East-West. The spacing was
one mlIe between two lines arrd twelve miles between two band.s.

seven tie lines North-South, 18 miles apa¡t.

- two lines N.S.r from the N.E. corner of the pemlt to
the basement outcrops.

- two llnes E.Ìf. from the N.f. corner of the permlt to the
VIqfORIA RIVER BASIN.

The fllght altitude was 2OOO feet above sea leveI.

I-2 Staff and eouioment

Aircraft ' ì

The aircraft was a twin englned HI¡DSOI{ provided by ADASTRA

AERIAL SI'RV TS.

Adastra crew :

one

- one

one

C.G.G. staff

pilot
engineer
nawigator

geophysicist, party
data¡nen

flying magnetometer

ground magnetometer

one

two

one

one

chief

operator

operator.
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Geophysical equipment :

one CSF optlcally punped caeslum vapor maglretometer
gtving an accuracy of OrI ga¡¡¡¡nao

one TEXAS recordèr.

- one CûIELEC nagnetic recorder.

one AEROPATH strtp c¡m€râr 35 n/n

one statoscope, I@f type, recording the altitr¡de.

Ground equipment ..

one GJI,Í' flux gate magnetometer (supplled by AIIASíIRA)
recordlng the diurnal. variations of the nágnetic earth
field. I

ì
'r'.

ì-
1l
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CHAPTER II

MET¡TODS OF INTERPREtrATION

II-1 QUALITATIVE

The qualitative interpretatlon of the aeromagnetlc data
ls made by studylng not only the rnagnetlc maps but also the
recorded profiles since most of the interestlng anomalies of
sllght amplitude cannot be taken lnto conslderatlon when lnspectlng
the nagnetlc contours.

TT.-2 ANALYSIS OF THE MAP OF TITE TOTAT INTENSITY

The main structural trends can be deflned by a.nalyslng
the nap of total lntenslty. Three kinds of nagnetlc features are:

The gradient observed along a considerable dlsta¡rce.

The alignrnent of tateral shlfts which offset the maln
ar¡omalies.

The alignment of closed anomalies of contour lnflectlons.

The significa¡¡ce of such magnetic features is to be well
defined. In fact r the total arnplitude of an anomaly is almost
completely caused by magnetic contrasts, whereas the effect of
the vertlcal thror¡¿ H-h, accornpanying sometines such magnetÍc
contrasts has generally a very small lnfluer¡ce upon the total
a¡nplltude of the resulting anomaly.

However, fron experience, the Tectonic dlsturbances are
often located at magnetlcally differentlated contacts, thus lt ls
reasonable to consider the above mentioned magnetic features as
possible structural features.

It ls only when exaurÍning the deptlr estimates tbat the
interpretor may concede some probability to the existence of sucb
structural features and lndicate the eventual dow¡r throrv slde and

the range of thts displ4cement.
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r-3 IS OF ÎIIE MAGNE1TIC PROFILES

The varlous characteristlcs of'tbe a.nomalles observed
on the recorded magnetlc proflles are often rather different.
Most of the anomalies, however, can be classlfled ln fc¡¡r categories:

-A
-B
-c
-D

wlde anomaly of hlgh intensity
wlde anomaly of low intensity
Darrow anonaly of blgh intenslty
narrou¡ anonaly of low fntensity

(Fie. 3)
(Fie. 3)
(Fie. ¿)
(Fle. a)

It is not advisable at thls stage to coosider that each
category of a^nomaly may correspond to a particular horlzon tbougb
a pertlcular netbod of ínterpretatton 1s used for eacb category.

i.
rl
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TT-4 QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION

Most of the methods of quantitative interpretation are
based upon graphic deterrnination of parameters related to the
depth of the magnetized bodies. In a first step simple geometrieal
bodies or structures are assumed to present forms slmilar to those
encountered In nature. They are generally parallepipeds v¿ith a plane
upper surface a¡rd walls extending to a¡r infinite deptt¡ representlng
basement compErrtments or dykes - or "ttrin sbeets" used for represent-
ing volcaalc flows or irregula¡Lties of the basement upper surface
(see figure 5).

coounJ levcl
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Difftårent lypes of mognálic controsls Fig.5

)
the magnetic anomatfes created by such unifornlty nagnetlzed

geometrlcal bodies are mathematlcally calculated.
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on the theoretical anomalies, severar characteristic graphic
pararneters proportional to the depth are defined. For interpreting
a real anonary, the nost approaching theoretlcar anomaly ls serectedfirst: graphic parameters are determined on the real a.nornary byrepeating the same process used previously on the theoretical node1.
Slnce the depth to the theoreticat body is known, the depth to thereal magnetized body ls deduced by proportlonallty.

II -5 METHOD OF INFLECTION TANGE.I\IT T NTERSECT ION (1 T I.

II-ã-1 Principle of construct Íon (rig. 6¡

The as¡rmptote of the anomaly a¡d three infrection tangentsare considered (five tangents in the case of very wide compartmãnts).LL, Az,43,44, being the intersections of the tangents to thelnfrection points, the paraneters to be measured are the segmentsAt1, A'2, A'2, !r'g, At 3, A'4, which are the hor'lzontar projectiot
of the segments AL, L2, lr1, Lg, A3, A4.

rn addition, two other parameters are considered : the
parameter Tt1, Tt2 "'îdTL, T2 are the horizontal projection of the
segments Tt Tz and 11 12. The points T1 and 12 zre the rntersection
ta^ngents At AZ, AZ Lg and the tangent to the maxlmum ln parallel
direction to the regionar fierd RR'. The points 11 a'd 12 are theinflectlon points of the curves which constltute the flanks of theposltive anonaly.

.- i
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Fig.6
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In the example of figure 6 the theoretical anomaly for
a¡r inclinatlon of 51o corresponds to a body havlng a¡r East lVest
infinlte strike length a¡¡d vertical walIs extending to infinite
depth. The dlrectlon of intersecting profile 1s North South.

II-õ-2 Depth determination

Several sets of monologari-thmic ¡naster curves have been
establlshed for various types of two dimenslonal eompartments¡ square
base compartments and faults extending to inflnite depth and for
magnetlzed "thin sheets". Master curves are available for a large

""rtg" 
of 'the ratÍos a/h ('L",being half of the wl-dth of the geometrical

body and "h" the depth of lts upper surface) a¡rd H,/h (the difference
H,/h belng the fault throw, and If the depth to the downthrown compartment.
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' The anomaly to be interpreted is defi.rred by 5 paraneters.
They are plotted on logarithmic transparent paper. The ratio a,/h
or ll/b and the depth h are determined by matching the plotted para-
meters w'ith the master curves.

ft is not frequent to encounter a well isolated anomaly
on which the five parameters can be measured. The causes of the
magnetic contrasts are generally rather closely spaced and the
resulting anomalies interfere. The main difficulty lies in avoiding
the lnterferences that cause erroneous depth estÍ¡nates.

r r-5-3 Intersection point ne (Fie- 7.)

In order to elÍminate as far as possible these causes of
error, the intersection points At1, Atz, Atg, A¡n are plotted on
a map, before the segments J.engths are measured directly on the
recorded profiles.

The correlations of the points At1, At2 -........ from
traverse to traverse enables the angle between the profile and the
positive axis of the anomaly to be measured and quality of the
estimate to be discussed. Only the correlatfons visible on several
traverses are taken into consideration. As a matter of fact, a
ficitious anomaly caused by two or more interfering anomalies is not
likely to proceed through more than three traverses. Besides, this
method i-s well suited for eliminating the'irregularities of the broken
lines joini-ng the points Atl ......... the point Ar2 related
to the same anomaly. The distance to be measured ts taken perpendic-
ularly to the successive smoothed mean lines.
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Fig.7 Plottíng of the ¡ntersections
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II-5-4 Advantages of the method

The determination of the parameters is almost independent
of the operator and remains possible even for anomalies of very small
intensity : the paraméters are generally sufficient in number to
provide an univocal determination of the depth h and the ratio a,/h.

II-5-5 Parameters III t

In the sa¡ne concept another kind of pararneters has been
studÍed. The parameters ITI / are the vertical differences between
the inflection tangent intersections and the curve ltself. They are
useful to confirm the determination of the ratio a/h and to calculate
ttre apparent magnetizatío¡ contrast Jr (Jt is equal to the actual
nagnetizatlon contrast in the case of two dimentional strr¡cture
strifing East-West nagneti.éa1ly) .
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II-6 ME|THOD OF BILOGARIÎHMIC TCEAL MASTER CUR1IES

Instead of using selected graphic pararneters, i-t is
preferable to match the entire anomaly curve with a theoretical
model by means of several sets of bilogarithmic total master curves.
The method yields more reliable results for anomalies of noticeable
width and intensity.

Bilogarithmic total master curves have been calculated for
several types of theoretical models and varying inclinatLons of the
earthr s magnetic fie1d.

The transcription in bilogarithnic co-ordinates Ís made
either from the recorded profiles or from cross-sections taken on
the map of total i-ntensity. The depth "ht', half-w'idtb ttat' a¡ld
apparent magnetízatlon eontrast ttJtt are obtained by dlrect reading.

T.T-7 CHOICE OF TTÍE MASTER CURVES

The master curves of the parameters ITI and III f, anit ttre
bilogarith¡nic total ¡naster curves can be spllt into-two classes
depending whether or not the uragnetized body ls extending to lr¡flnite
depth.

As far as the interpretation of the boèies extending to
t1¡nited depth':or "thin sheetstt is concerned, bilogarithmic total
master curves have been calculated for a varying range of tl¡e ratio
H,/h (where H is the depth to the base and h to the upper surface of
the body, whereas the parameters ÍII and I'Tr. I deal only wlth "thin
sheetstt the thlckness of whi.ch is assumed to be very surall compared
to the depth. If the depth "h" and half-width. "J' can be determined
for a g'iven ratio H,/h, reciprocally the master curves carurot generally
yÍetd any informatlon on tt¡e ratio H,/h. Tt¡e choice between bodies
extendlng to Ínfinite depth and bodies extendtng to ll¡nited depth 1s
left to the experience of the interpretor.

Nevertheless, the intensity of the a¡¡omalies caused by
magnetized "thin sheets" does not exceed a few tens of ga¡n¡nas, whereas
the compartment of the basement extendlng to fr¡flnite depth may pro-
duce anomalies of several hundred of gammas.

),
II-8 APPROACH OF ATION

II-8-1 General constderations

The intensity of the anomaly ls a function of :

,'
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the depth to the body below the aircraft level

the direction of the structural axis compared
to the magnetic North,

the Íntra-basement and sedimentary-basement
nagnetic coDtrasts.

Besides, it Ís obvious that interpreting systenatic-
aIly at1 anomalies of low intensity as ttthln sheets" would be
arbitrary. For all these reasons the interpretation is split
lnto successive stages.

fI-8-;2 Actual Intensity of the Anomalies

When the directj-on of the axis is not magnetic East-
lfest-, the actual Íntensity of the anornaly is caleul¿ted. lYitlt
rt è¿ rr being the angle of the magnetic meridian with the plane
normal to the axis of the anomaly, tti" the inclination of the
earthts magnetic fie1d, the apparänt lnclination "it" of the
body is given by the following relationship :

tgit tgi
cos aa

To obtain the actual rnagnetization ttJ", the apparent ,

magnetization "J" is to be urulti-plied by :

(sin ir ) 2(sin i )

rr-8-3

Hypothesis : ttcompartment extendlng to infinite d ptll,
the surf constitutes the c horizcn of the
basement.

First of all, the study concerns the arromalies correl-
ating on several traverses and sufficiently clear of the
adjoining anomalies to avoid the interference phenomena which
alter the results; Such fair estimates are used as references
for studying other :@anomalies by decomposing
the resultant anomaly in two or more anomalles, the results
becqng the more òubtful as the apparent lnclinati.on is eloser
to 45o.

s
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II-8-4 lYide anomalies of low i-ntensitv "B tvp"" (FiE. 3)

Three cases are to be considered :

The hypothesis ttcompartment extending to infinite depthtt
gives rlse to a depth estimate similar to the mean of
fair estimates. It is reasonable to adopt lt. (

ttre adjoining

- The hypothesis :

þ]g4!" gives rise to
adjoining fair estimate

ttthi-n sheet at the upoer surf ace of the
a depth estimate similar to the mean of the
s. It is reasonable to adopt it.

The hypothesis "thin sheet at the upper surface of the
basement" gfves rise to a depth estimate considerably smaller than
the mean of the adjoining fair estimates. Then the existence of a

tic eontrast in the sedimentar overburden becomes bable
since the hypothesis thin sheet always provide depth estimates
higher than those obtainable from the hypo
extending to infinite depth".

thesis rrcompartmelt

II-8-5 Narrow anomalies of hiEh intensitv "c tvpe" (Fie. 4)

Hypothesis
surfaee of which i

: "intrnsion to infinite depth : the upper
s situated in the sertimentary overburden

II-8-6 Narrow anomalies of low Íntensity "D type" (Fig. a)

Hypothesis : "thin sheet the r surface of which is
situated in the sedimentary overburden

T.I-A-7 Remarks

- Avallable bore logs or refraction seismic data can be used
for calibrating the anomalies located in the lmmediate proximity and
can indicate the most probable hypothesis to be applied to the
different categories of anomalies.

- The "A typ"" anomalies are assumed to be related to compart-
ments the upper surface of which constitutes the magnetic horizon of
the basement. Nevertheless the fact is not exeluded that some of
them are'situated deeper in,the basement giving erroneous estimates,
i'n excess

,._.._-).
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- lYhen a narrow anomary presents a rather row intensitv- itis often dlfficurt to choose whether it corresponds to a "dylåextendtng to infinite depth", or to a "thin shèet". Therefore, thedepth estimates in the sedimentarv overburden can only represent arough estimate.

- It is worth specifying the
tern t'thin sheettt : "-ttthin sieet"
volcanlc flow, sill, or a horst, or

geological signÍficance of the
structure ean designate either
a fault. Thus it istto íze t}re axis of anomaLies in das thin

shee on the interpretation maD

II-9 I CONTOURS OF THE BASHVIB{T

The depth estimates retained by the interpretor to be plotted
on the map are those given by the quantitative study of A and B typeanomali.es related to magnetÍc contrasts of the basement. The Ísobath
contours are founded on probable est imates onlv , to the exclusion ofthe interrogative marked estimates. Besides , the directions observedon the magnetie map of total intensit y are used as a guide for thedrawlng of the isobatl¡ contours.
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CHAPTER III

INTERPRENATION

III-1 Magnetic Markers and Geology

Tbe records display many anomalies; the intensity of which
ranges from 5 to 40 ganmas. All these a¡romalies are assumed to be

related to one sarne magnetic marker called ln thi-s report "upper
markertt.

By smoothing the curves in order to eliminate these comparatively
small anomaLies, some big anomalies ?PPear certainly relating to another
magnetlc marker called ttlower marker"

As far as the profiles flown from the western limit of the
permit to VICIORIA RIVE$ are concerned, the magnetic, style is always
the same, except in the last twenty kilometers, where sharp anomalj'es
disappear, in this Tfestern area the geological map shon¡s outcrops of
upper Proterozoic.

These data enable to make the fotlowing conclusions :

the upper marker can be related to the volcanics of
Lower Palaeozoj-e (PzL on the geological map).

the upper Proterozoic outcropping in the VICfORIA RMR
BASIN is slÍghtly or not metamorphic.

- the lower magnetic marker must be related to some intra-
. Proterozoic contrast.

The interpretative cross section (rig.1) sum¡narizes these
geological ald magnetic data.

Remark: A supplementary profile had been requested by MBCURE during
t-lre snrvey, from the N.E. corner of the permit to BAUHINIA DOIYNS. l{e
could not fly thÍs profile because ADASüIRATS ptane had to go back to
SYDNEY urgentlY.

ILI-? Qualitative inte tion

Both markers pointed out before are visible on'the isogams

contour'naps.

Few correlations of the upper marker anomalies are asserted :

some N.W.-S.8. trends are still ensured.

'r'
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The main trend of the lower marker anomalies could be
approximately North-South.

III-3 Quantitative interpretation

Iff-3-a - Loeal magnetic features

- fn the surveyed area the average magnetic dip
ís 44o south. lfith such an inclination, a nagnetÍc body
extending east-west gives a s¡rmmetrical anomaly (the
positive part and the negative part are equal), and the
negative part is located at the south of the positive one.

III-3-þ - fnterpretation of the "upper lnarkerrr anomalies

More than ninety per cent of the anomalies are to
be related to this upper marker" The relevant anomalies are

All of them l¡ave been interpretated

On the calcomps of li.nes I to 15 and tie lines
lOI to 1@ and 1Og, depth estimations have been computed
giving an average depth value equal to - Or5 kilometre, \,'ith
extreme values equal to - Or3 and - Or9 km. (below sea level).

The anomalies being very numerous and similar, the
correlations between two contiguous lines are often i_mpossible
to ascertain. For tÌ¡-is reason the angle of the anomalies
trend-s with the flight lines have not always been taken into
account, the consequence that some depth values may be over-
estimated.

Anyhowr'it can be asserted that the magnetic base-
ment is very shallow and flat. The thickness of the so called
Mesozoic sediments (on the geologieal map) is certainly very
thin.

As fcjr the thickness of the volcanics, it could be
a few hundred metres

III. 3-c - fnterpretation of the ttlower marker" anomalies

Figure number 2 shows an example of profile with
two distinct types of anomalies. On this part of the profile
two depth values of it¡e deep marker ("Iower marker") have been
computed. It is obvious that the depth estimation of the big
anomaly is very unprecise, because the tangents can be drawn
otherwise. In that case, the accuracy is not better than thirty
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per cent. In fact the anomalies of the upper marker
disturb the anomalies of the lower marker too much to
allow a correct study of the latter.

The depth values computed on the big anomalies
range from 39OO metres to 6600 metres below sea-Ievel.

As said before the magnetic contrasts respons-
ible for ttrese a-nomalies are certainly intra-proterozoic
(possibly the contrast between the unmeta¡norphic upper
Proterozoic a¡rd the metamorphic 1ower proterozpic, or the
contrast between the lower proterozoic and the arehean?)

a

t'
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The airborne magnetie survey of Op @/3 aLlowed to clear
up very quickly the n¡ain geologÍeal and morpbologieal features of
this area.

4

These main features are the following:

The thickness of "Mesozoic" and palaeozoi.c sediments is
very thin, everywhere less than IOOO metres and generally
about 5OO metres

b A magnetic marker giving many anomalÍes may be related
to the effusive volcanics of Lower palaeozoic. The
anomalies express the variations of thickness or of depth
of the volcanic layers. The weak variations of depth did
not enable us to outline the isobaths.

c Another magnetic marker may be seen and its depth ranges
from 39OO to 6600 metres. This marker is certainly Lntra-
Proterozoic.{.

As a conclusion the weak thickness of deposits overlying
the uppér marker does not seem favourable for the oil rese¿rch.
However the thickness of unmetamorphic Proterozoic may rise to ttrree
or flve thousand metres, which could be more lnterestÍng.

27th ApriL, 1966

J. LERIDON.

1
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Itra'lional- MappJ"nge E ,Zr+ ltj-ctoria Rí.rer Do-wns, E j3/1

Ðaly Tater.s, E 53fZ fla;rrur'birirli,
D 53/4 Eodgson Downs.

Photomaps seale 1tr to 'l mí]eo covering western portíon of
pennii area onJ-y (for the two N-S Lines, fron the N.E. corner
of the pezmit area to the basemenr outcrops, nosaies lüere
speeialì"y compiJ.ed. by C.G.G.)

Verti-ca1 aerial photographs seale approx, 1:48r000

Na-rigation r¡as mad.e rátir the photonaps, mosaies and S5nn strip fiLns.
The posÍtion of the aireraff over the ground record.ed. on 75nm filns,
was initíal"]y J-d.entifj-ed and. pì"otted by reference to topograph-ical
detail depi"cted on the 1:lOOo0OO seale semi:eontrolled photomaps.
(For the extended. lines to the lrlesb and. North, reference was mad.e to
the 1er 'to x mi-le seni-controliec nosaics). These positions were then
t:"ansf,erred d.ireetly onto detajl overlays at seaLe 1:1@oO@ antt
used" as a base for plottÍng the correspondång values from the aeromagnetig
prof5"ies.




